
Dear Emma, 

I’m really sorry for not having written you back earlier but this past month has been kinda 

very busy and I didn’t take time to answer your letter. Sorry!  

Anyway how’s life?? You talked to me about the exciting part there’s in talking through 

letters with each other and I completely agree with you for it is very different from just sending 

instant texts/snaps on social media! 

I’m realizing it’s been about three months since you didn’t hear from me. :/ How was your 

trip to Lake Tahoe for Christmas? Did you get the AirPods you wished for? How were your 

cousins and the rest of family you were so keen on seeing? Did you have a great time with them? 

And did your dad enjoy the filming he made of the Avenger’s Infinity War during December? It 

must be amazing to see how these big adventure movies are made in backstage! Wasn’t it to hard not 

to be able to ski nor snowboard during your stay at your grandparents’? Now that I talk about it, 

how is your recovery going? Did you finish your therapy? Have you been able to retake sport yet? 

You talked about the fact that you were jealous of my life in Europe. Well I must say it’s 

quite amazing to see so many different cultures as I do in my school haha. I just thought of the 

fact that in California you don’t have almost any country near and you can’t really get to meet any 

stranger and I just realized how lucky I actually am of being able of seeing so many different 

people, even just by the fact that the country is tiny in comparison and travelling to a different one 

is easier than for you! 

I’ll now tell you some facts that went on in my life since we last talked. There has been 

Christmas, a beautiful time I spent with the family. It was the first year we celebrated it without 

my grandpa since he left us about a year ago and it felt quite empty without him. Anyway I don’t 

know why I bother you by telling you this. Then I just went through school time until February 

vacation. During that holiday I had the chance of going skiing to the Alps with a group of people 

of my age, and my girlfriend. I enjoyed pretty much that time. Then back to school until now… 

Teachers have been giving us a lot of work lately and for example my literature teacher gave us a 

big work of about 20 pages to do and I’m just half way through. Oh and there was my birthday, 

on the March 12th! I got new sunglasses from my parents, my girlfriend offered me a JBL 

Bluetooth speaker and my godfather, my dad’s cousin, gave me a GoPro Camera! This week I’ve 

been acting the play we’ve been working on since September! It is in fact a musical that was 

created in 1980 from Victor Hugo’s book Les Misérables. I loved acting in this amazing big play! 

Oh and how did the big fires in California evolve? I guess they’re completely over by now. I 

hope they haven’t destroyed too much the region and the countryside. 

It would be so great if we could meet when you come over to Europe next summer! :DD 

 

Again sorry for replying so late and I hope you had a good time since then! 

Love, 

 

Valerio 


